ABSTRACT Insufficient illumination makes driver face detection at night challenging. This paper proposes an adaptive attenuation quantification retinex (AAQR) method to enhance the details of nighttime images. There are three phases in this method: attenuation restriction, attenuation prediction, and adaptive quantification. The performance of the proposed method was evaluated by employing a robust face detection method via sparse representation. The collected driver face images at night were categorized into three groups (up-down, left-right, and mixed) according to the illumination distribution in each image. Results have shown that the detection rates of the images enhanced by the proposed AAQR method were 82%, 84%, and 91% for the up-down, left-right, and mixed illumination groups, respectively. In comparison to other image enhancement methods, the detection rate of the AAQR method was 2%-36% greater. Furthermore, the mean computing time for a single 640 × 480 nighttime image using AAQR was less than most of the compared advanced methods. Thus, the AAQR method is recommended for applications in driver face detection tasks at night.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fatigue driving has been recognized as a significant cause of traffic accidents. More than 30% drivers in the U.S. drive with fatigue at least once a month [1] . In 2014, 846 people died because of fatigue while driving in the U.S., accounting for 2.6% of all fatalities [2] . In China, 537 people died because of fatigue driving on highways in 2010, accounting for 8.5% of all highway crashes. To detect fatigue, a number of indicators have been examined, including (1) vision-related indicators (e.g., eyelid movement, gaze movement, head movement and facial expression) [3] ; (2) driving performance characteristics (e.g., entropy of the steering wheel angle) [5] , [6] ; and (3) physiological indicators (e.g., EEG) [7] - [9] . Among these efforts, vision-related indicators are the dominant approach [10] , [11] .
However, most of these efforts only focus on drivers' face detection in the daytime, ignoring nighttime driving where fatigue is common [12] - [14] . Specifically, in Queensland (Australia), fatigue-related crashes between 10 pm and 6 am accounted for 51.9% of all crashes, whereas during that same time period only 5.2% of all crashes were not fatigue related [15] . Therefore, for an automation system to return control to a driver, that system needs to know if the driver is able to takeover, which includes knowing if the driver is not too fatigued to do so. Prior to the fatigue detection, effective driver face detection at night is the primary problem that needs to be solved [3] , [16] .
Among the fewer attempts to detect driver faces in nighttime, near-infrared lighting systems are commonly employed to compensate the illumination [17] , [18] . Based on the images collected under near-infrared lighting situations, Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Haar-like features have been commonly used to detected driver faces at night [21] . A face detection rate of 98% was reported when drivers were looking straight ahead at night [21] . When the clear face images are ready using near-infrared techniques, probabilistic models could be proposed to classify or to predict driver states (e.g., fatigue) using features extracted from drivers' head movement, facial expression and/or eye dimensions [19] , [20] . The models could achieve promising capabilities in detection accuracy and real-time processing in different illumination conditions. Although these nearinfrared illumination systems do not impact on driver's vision and work well in nighttime, their performance will drop dramatically due to the presence of external light sources which commonly exist in real traffic [13] , [22] , [23] . Also, The non-uniform and changing lighting distribution on a driver's face strongly restricts the effectiveness of the near-infrared systems [24] . Another limitation of the near-infrared system is that the color will be obviated in near-infrared images, and some useful information of the images will be thrown away.
Other attempts to detect driver faces in nighttime focus on illumination image enhancement. To achieve this goal, Retinex theory is commonly adopted to achieve color constancy and dynamic range compression by imitating human visual system [25] . The chromatic dominant of light and possible smooth shadows could lowered by using Retinex, thus the image details and edges were enhanced [26] . Based on the basic center/surround Retinex, various Retinex-based methods have been proposed to overcome its disadvantages, including Single Scale Retinex (SSR), Multi-Scale Retinex (MSR), Multi-Scale Retinex with Color Restoration (MSRCR), etc. [27] - [29] . They have proven to be useful in edge detection, image segmentation, and image analysis [28] . For a review of Retinex and the derived models, see [30] .
Among the attempts using these methods, Rahman et al. tried to enhance an image using MSRCR before compression to figure out the relationship between image enhancement and compression [31] . Results showed that the image quality could be improved by applying MSRCR image enhancement before compression. Jiang et al. [32] proposed an improvement of MSRCR to eliminate the impact of outliers in the histogram of an image. Results showed an improvement in the contrast of an image with time-expensive computation to limit its real-time applications. Kuang et al. [33] adopted MSR to enhance nighttime images, and further extracted regions-of-interest for vehicle detection to find out a 93% detection rate at night. Wang et al. [34] proposed a Naturalness Preserved Enhancement algorithm (NPE) to enhance contrast while preserving naturalness of illumination. Fu et al. [35] proposed a Multi-deviation Fusion method (MF) to adjust the illumination by fusing multiple derivations of the initially estimated illumination map. A Simultaneous Reflection and Illumination Estimation (SRIE) algorithm was proposed in [36] to enhance images by manipulating the illumination with the estimated reflectance and illumination. Guo et al. [37] proposed a Low-light Image Enhancement Method (LIME) to exploit the structure of the illumination by developing structure-aware smoothing model to obtain the well-constructed illumination map. Dong et al. [38] proposed an optimized de-hazing based method (DONG) to enhance poor-lighting videos. Others studies like [39] - [43] also have enhanced the image quality a lot. See Table 1 for a comparative analysis of the above-mentioned methods. However, rarely do they examine the effectiveness of these improvements on driver face detection in nighttime driving. Also, they have not tested the robustness where the illumination is continually changing, a situation that commonly exists in real driving at night. This paper proposes an illumination-robust image processing method to enhance driver face image details collected by visible light cameras under various illumination situations, especially in the environment with dynamically changing light. A face recognition method is employed to examine the effectiveness of the proposed method from the aspects of recognition accuracy and computing time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the details of the proposed AAQR method for image enhancement. The employed face recognition method is also introduced in this section. Driver face images collection at night is described in Section III. The effectiveness of the proposed method is presented in Section IV. Section V describes the advantages of AAQR in comparison with other state-of-the-art methods under various illumination situations and discusses the future applications of the method for driver face detection. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. METHODS

A. ORIGINAL RETINEX MODEL
The Retinex theory can enhance details for images taken under complex lighting conditions. The most conventional Retinex model is processed in logarithm space because it is more straightforward and decreases complexity [25] . The original Retinex model is described as follows:
where I (x, y) is the original image, R i (x, y) is a reflected image (Retinex image, i ∈ {R, G, B}) and L(x, y) is a luminance image. As L(x, y) cannot be obtained directly from the original image [25] , it always can be approximated by convoluting the original image I (x, y) with a Gaussian kernel function F n (x, y) [44] , [45] . Therefore, L(x, y) can be simplified as:
According to (1) and (2), R i (x, y) can be obtained as follows:
where σ n is a Gaussian surround space constant and λ is a normalized factor which is determined to satisfy (5):
As reported in [46] - [48] , R i (x, y) is strongly influenced by the value of the re-quantized pixel. Thus, a proper selection of quantization range is critical for image enhancement. A smaller quantization range decreases noises but may lose more image information. On the contrary, a larger quantization range retains image information but bring more noises. Therefore, how to select an appropriate quantization range is an important issue that is worth studying.
B. ADAPTIVE ATTENUATION QUANTIFICATION RETINEX (AAQR)
To enhance drivers' face image collected at night so that the face detection rate can be improved, this paper proposes a new illumination-robust image-processing method -AAQR. The AAQR belongs to the Retinex-based category as introduced above. The main idea of the AAQR is an adaptive strategy on the scaled distribution of the image information. The implementation of AAQR follows the three steps in Fig. 1 : attenuation restriction, attenuation prediction, and adaptive quantification.
1) ATTENUATION RESTRICTION
In most digital images, the mean of pixels reflects the brightness level of the image, while the variance reflects the illumination stability. Hence, the brightness range of an image can be approximately computed by the mean and variance of the pixels. The more stable the image pixels are, the more concentrated the pixel value range is, and the larger the attenuated area is. A maximum attenuation coefficient is used to evaluate the attenuation range that can be applied to an image [49] .
where i I ave is the mean of gray scale in each color channel, i I var is the variance of gray scale in each color channel, and i k lim is the maximum attenuation coefficient.
2) ATTENUATION PREDICTION
The Retinex image of the logarithmic domain i R log (x, y) is computed as:
As mentioned in (1), i R log (x, y) is obtained by subtracting the low-pass filtered image from the original image in the logarithmic domain.
The distribution of the area information in each color channel should be computed respectively. In this paper, the area information of the i R log (x, y) can be obtained through the median and mean of the i R log (x, y) as:
where i R med log and i R ave log are the median and mean of the i R log (x, y), respectively. By comparing the size of i R med log and i R ave log , the location of the image's principal information can be determined to be on the left or right side of i R med log . This paper defines the left side of i R med log as the low area and the right side as the high area (See Fig. 2 ).
Based on the computed i R ave log and i R med log , the square root of the maximum singular value of the high area and the low area are computed to describe the most important component of the image information in the two areas. Thus, the principal component coefficients of the high area i k high and the low area i k low are defined as:
where i R med log (x, y) equals i R log (x, y) when all the pixels are with gray scale of i R med log , and i R ave log (x, y) equals i R log (x, y) VOLUME 6, 2018 when all the pixels are with the gray scale of i R ave log . The minimum and maximum boundaries of the adaptive quantification area can be obtained via the attenuation range i J low and i J high :
where i Q max and i Q min are the maximum and minimum of the quantization area, respectively.
3) ADAPTIVE QUANTIFICATION
To avoid negative values in the quantization process, the pixels of attenuation area must be assigned new gray scales. The assignment for the pixels in the attenuation area is defined according to the following rules:
where i R log denotes the pixel gray scale of i R log (x, y). Finally, the enhanced image R i (x, y) using AAQR is:
The procedure of the proposed AAQR is outlined in Table 2 .
C. FACE DETECTION
In this paper, a face detection method is used to assess the performance of the proposed AAQR algorithm. The phases of the face detection method include face detection, face alignment and face validation. This method has been successfully applied in a face detection tool [50] , [51] .
1) FACE DETECTION
This paper extracts the HOGs features as proposed by [47] . Object's appearance and shape can be described by the gradient or directional density distribution. The amplitude and direction of the gradient at a single pixel are calculated as follows:
where G x (x, y), G y (x, y) are the horizontal gradient and vertical gradient. G (x, y) and α (x, y) are the magnitude and orientation of the intensity gradient, respectively. Each pixel calculates a weighted vote for a histogram channel based on the orientation of the gradient elements centered around it.
2) FACE ALIGNMENT
Drivers may face a camera at angles. Thus, the collected images were re-aligned to improve the robustness. The employed face alignment function includes two phases: face landmark estimation and affine transformation.
• Face landmark estimation An ensemble of regression trees was an effective algorithm in finding the critical characteristics by marking 68 features in a face image [53] . The features covered details of eyes, nose, mouth, shape of a face, etc. Taking shape estimation as an example, the image update function is defined as:
whereŜ (t) is the current shape estimation, r t (I ,ê (t) ) is the update vector derived from the input image I and the current shape estimationŜ (t) in each iteration.
• Affine transformation Affine transformation is a linear transformation from a 2D coordinate to another 2D coordinate while keeping the picture's straightness and parallelism. Using this transformation function, a side face can be transformed into a standard face, so that the processed image can be fed into a face detection system. The transformation formula is defined as:
where X and Y are the transformed coordinates of an image, X and Y are the original coordinates of the image, m 00 , m 01 , m 02 , m 10 , m 11 , m 12 are the six coefficients of transformation. See [53] for the detailed information on the coefficient of transformation.
3) FACE VALIDATION
The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) was used to train the face detection classifier. The input image was transformed into a 128-dimension vector. The Euclidean distances between the input image and the images in the database were computed to find the minimum distance, naming it the detected face. A confidence number output from the classifier indicated the probability of the AAQR enhanced image to be recognized as a human face. See (16) and [54] for details. A higher value corresponds to a higher confidence in the detection result.
where I input is the 128-dimension vector of a face image. In this paper, if the confidence is higher than 50%, the measured image will be considered as a correctly recognized human face. Additional details concerning this method appear in [50] and at https://github.com/TadasBaltrusaitis/ OpenFace.
III. NIGHT IMAGES COLLECTION
To collect driver face images from nighttime driving, an experiment vehicle was used to drive on urban roads for data collection. A mobile phone was mounted on the windshield to capture driver face images at night. The resolution of the collected images was 640×480. See Fig. 3 for the experiment vehicle and the mounting position of the mobile phone for images collection. To categorize the collected images into three illumination groups (Up-Down, Left-Right, and Mixed), three coders with extensive experience in the subjective evaluation of images were recruited. If the illumination on a driver face was clearly separated into two parts, the image would be categorized into the Up-Down or the LeftRight group according to the coders' experience. Otherwise, the image would be binned to the Mixed illumination group. The illumination distribution in each image was subjectively assessed by two coders and mediated by a third, and then the image was binned to one of the illumination groups accordingly. Similar manual coding methods were used in naturalistic driving studies for ground truth labeling [55] , [56] . In total, 900 images were extracted from the video with 300 images in each illumination group. See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the collected driver face images at night in each group. 
IV. ENHANCEMENT DETAILS AND DETECTION RESULTS
A. FACE DETAILS ENHANCEMENT
Fig . 5 shows the face details enhancement results using the proposed AAQR method. The original image has low contrast and low luminosity, hence, driver faces are difficult to be distinguished from the background. After image enhancement, the AAQR image becomes brighter with a higher contrast level. See Fig. 6 for the enhanced details. All the source code used in this study can be found at: https://github.com/hmwc123/AAQR-master Fig. 6 illustrates the driver face detection results for each illumination category based on the proposed AAQR image enhancement method. Table 3 presents the mean detection rate and the confidence for driver faces under different illumination conditions. For all the three illumination conditions, the original driver faces are essentially not detected. The correct detection rates based on AAQR images are 82%, 84% and 91% for the Up-Down, Left-Right, and Mixed illumination groups, respectively. The confidence values are 73%, 71% and 77%, respectively. Thus, the proposed AAQR method vastly improves the detection rates and confidences for driver faces at night for all the VOLUME 6, 2018 three illumination patterns with the best outcome for the Mixed illumination.
B. DETECTION OF DRIVER FACES IN NIGHTTIME
C. COMPUTING TIME OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
Consistent with [57] , for each original image, a photo editing tool was used to produce images with resolutions of 320×240, 1280×960 and 1920×1080. Derived from the same image, the produced images with different resolutions were more comparable with each other on the computing time. All experiments were running in MATLAB on a PC with a 3.3 GHz Intel I3-3220 Processor.
Using the proposed method in this study, the computing times for images with different resolutions are presented in Table 4 . Results show that the mean computing time increases non-linearly with the increase of image resolution, which needs to be considered in online applications. The computing time is 0.25 s on average for a 640×480 image. See the real-time performance on a video with dynamically changing light at https://youtu.be/LCddhLH9tZo.
V. DISCUSSION
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, several state-of-the-art methods were employed to compare their performance with AAQR. The employed methods include SRIE, NPE, DONG, LIME, MF, and MSRCR. The driver faces recognition rate, confidence, Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [59] and computing time of these methods were presented in this section. As a visual information fidelity criterion for full-reference image quality assessment, VIF was designed for and tested on degraded images. It is suitable for evaluating nonlinear image enhancement algorithms [59] . A higher VIF score means that the examined image is more likely to be correctly retained with the original image information. Table 5 shows the comparison of detection rates, confidences and VIF scores for each algorithm and each illumination group. As presented, SRIE outperforms the others on most of the examined indexes except the detection rate of the Mixed and the Left-Right. AAQR ranks the second with the best detection rate in both the Mixed and the Left-Right. Fig. 7 illustrates the enhancement results of driver face images at night using different algorithms. Results show that although the brightness is lower, the color of the enhanced images using SRIE is more natural with less noise. The results of NPE and MSRCR show apparent noise in the dark areas and detail loss in the bright areas. Similar undesired results are found in the enhanced images using DONG, LIME and MF. Although AAQR enhanced images is not as good as desired, the indexes shown in Table 5 prove that AAQR is a promising candidate to enhance nighttime images for driver face detection. This is because AAQR has an adaptive attenuation process which can reduce the interference of noise and prevent excessive loss of image information.
Interestingly, the detection rate of AAQR for the Mixed group ranks the highest among the three illumination groups. The histogram of the original face images shows that the histogram of each color channel is relatively smooth in the Mixed illumination group (See Fig. 4) . Therefore, the attenuation limit distance is short, and most of the image information in the attenuation area belongs to noise. However, the histograms of each color channel for the Up-Down and Left-Right images are more concentrated in the edge regions. Therefore, the very low-light input hides intensive noise and some useful image information. An attenuation limit distance may easily divide the useful image information into the attenuation area during the attenuation prediction process. Therefore, the processed images from the Up-Down and the Left-Right groups will lose more details than the Mixed illumination group and get lower detection rates.
The computing time needed for image processing is also an important evaluation factor indicating the online performance of an algorithm. The comparison of the computing time of different methods is shown in Table 6 . The image resolution used for comparison is 640×480. The numbers in Table 6 show that although SRIE outperforms the other algorithms in terms of detection rates, it is too time-consuming to be applied in real-time applications. AAQR is faster than the other algorithms except for LIME. Thus, Comprehensively considering the recognition rate together with the computing time, AAQR achieves a better performance than the other algorithms. One of the practical implications of the proposed method in automotive or transportation engineering is illustrated in Fig. 8 . This proposed application scheme mainly focuses on online driver state monitoring and driver assistance strategies by context-aware music recommendation. Images collected by the camera would be recognized as daytime or nighttime images according to their illuminations. Usually, daytime is roughly defined from 6 am to 6 pm and nighttime from 6 pm to 6 am. Nighttime face images could be enhanced by the proposed AAQR method. Face detection and tracking algorithms could be developed to monitor driver state (e.g., fatigue) [58] . Based on the monitoring status, drivers' situation awareness level could be evaluated to determine if the driver needs assistance strategies. If needed, an appropriate song could be selected for recommendation according to the driving context and the mapping moods of the songs in the database. A song with appropriate music mood has been demonstrated to improve driving performance and drivers' delayed physiological reactions effectively [60] . Similar implications could be considered in other Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) or human-vehicle cooperative driving strategies in autonomous driving systems [61] .
The limitation of this study lies in the robustness of the proposed method in the Up-Down and Left-Right illumination conditions. As the histograms of the color channels for the Up-Down and Left-Right images are more concentrated in the edge regions, the attenuation distance in the proposed method would easily remove useful information from the images. Loss of useful image details deteriorates the face detection performance. Future work should focus on the following aspects: (1) Image details enhancement in the Up-Down and Left-Right illumination conditions needs to be further improved. (2) Near-infrared illumination systems and Retinex-based methods are the most primary solutions in Mixed lighting environment in nighttime. If these two methods could be fused together to compensate each other, it may significantly improve the driver face detection performance at night. (3) The nighttime image database of driver faces needs to be enriched.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an Adaptive Attenuation Quantification Retinex (AAQR) method to enhance details in nighttime images for driver face detection tasks. Based on the enhanced images, a face detection method was used to evaluate the performance of the proposed AAQR method. Results showed that the overall detection rate of the nighttime images with different illuminance levels was 86%, which was 2-36% greater than the state-of-the-art algorithms. The performance of the AAQR method was better for the Mixed night illuminated situations rather than the Up-Down and the Left-Right distributed illumination situations. The narrower attenuation range effectively protected the quality of an image from losing the discriminative details. The mean computing time for a single 640×480 nighttime image using AAQR was less than most of the compared advanced methods, satisfactorily balancing between the detection rate and the computing time requirement for online driver state monitoring. These efforts significantly extend previous research to makes it possible for visible light cameras to detect driver states at night. The work presented in this paper provides a novel perspective for the promising deployment of nighttime driver assistance strategies in future Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) or human-vehicle cooperative driving systems for autonomous vehicles. He is also the Leader of the University's Human Factors Engineering Short Course, the flagship continuing education course in the profession, currently in its 59th year. His research interests include driver interfaces and driver workload, and the development of standards to get research into practice. He is a past President of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.
